A&D Daily Collagen (4 flavours)
Fresh taste / compact shape / special design / safety for health
Enjoy fresh and healthy breathing.
If you are irritated or worried, this is your assistant.
If you are tired, this is your “recharging”.
Xiaomi A & D Daily Collagen.
Extract of fresh fruits and natural plants.
Every breath is freshness and health.

International Innovation steam vapouring technology

International innovation spraying technology.
You breathe in the steam, which includes collagen and other microelements.
Built-in smart indicator, which is automatically turns off, if you do not use the device, compact and user-friendly design will not give you unnecessary trouble.

Variety of colors - for every taste

New favorite of Japan, South Korea, Europe and America. Matte colour and pleasant tactile sensations, gentle shades similar to colors French delicacies - macarons. Elegant neat design will allow it is advantageous to stand out from the crowd and show your individuality even more.

- Slim design
- Popular colours
- Individuality
Green Apple -
sweet fruity aroma on your lips

Grape fruit taste -
piercing intense flavor
Vanilla aroma –
gentle soothing effect

Mint aroma –
clean tonic effect
Compact and portable

- Remove the lid, inhale
- Fast and convenient use
- Elegant and portable device

Modern and elegant design

- Do not worry about leakage of fluid or current
- High quality stainless steel,
- Matte texture combined with modern elegant.
- Design, creates a feeling of lightness and freedom.
- Using an integral design, there is no possibility to replace the component parts or filler,
- don’t worry about leakage of fluid and current.
Does not contain harmful substances

Health and Safety

Xiaomi A & D Daily Collagen uses imported liquid, containing collagen, vitamin C, vitamin A, vitamin B6, vitamin E, vitamin B12, coenzyme Q10 and other useful nutrients, daily filling the body.

0 tar 0 nicotine 0 sugar 0 calories

To 500 vapours

Although this device is disposable, the number of breaths can be to reach 500 times. Incredible beauty in your hands.

* Up to 500 fumes. The number of breaths may vary slightly, it depends on the volume of the user's lungs.

Don't stop!

Dust protective cap;  
Isolation of microelements of dust and microbes;  
Complete security.

Use of a special nozzle;  
Use of high-quality ABS material;  
No paint, one-piece construction;  
Safety and reliability.

Flashing indicator;  
During breath it can be automatically catch fire;  
Useful advice from your "helper".
Versatile control, reliable quality

Before going on sale, each licensed device passes strict technical control, after which it is confirmed its safety for health and the environment. Check the vapor that you inhale and exhale, manufacturer is convinced of the absence of negative influence of the device on other people. Guarantee of reliability and safety.

Daily use, natural beauty

Together with A & D Daily Collagen you will have new gestures (habits). Experience a special taste after each breath. The use of A & D Daily Collagen will bring changes in your life. Become stylish, feel pleasant aftertaste, decorate your life. Go along the times.
**Package**

**Information**

- Brand: A & D
- Name: Daily Collagen gift wrapping
- Main material: stainless steel
- Dimensions: 10mm x 120mm
- Weight: 15g / 1d
- Tastes: herbs, mint, grapefruit, vanilla
- Colors: green, mint, pink, beige
- Standard: Q / MLF 001-2017